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Safe Harbor

The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes
only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code,
or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development,
release, timing, and pricing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products may change
and remains at the sole discretion of Oracle Corporation.
Statements in this presentation relating to Oracle’s future plans, expectations, beliefs, intentions and
prospects are “forward-looking statements” and are subject to material risks and uncertainties. A detailed
discussion of these factors and other risks that affect our business is contained in Oracle’s Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) filings, including our most recent reports on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q
under the heading “Risk Factors.” These filings are available on the SEC’s website or on Oracle’s website
at http://www.oracle.com/investor. All information in this presentation is current as of September 2019
and Oracle undertakes no duty to update any statement in light of new information or future events.
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Quick poll - what type of DBA are you?
Operational /
System DBA

Applications DBA

DevOps DBA

If you are an Operational DBA, you probably
spend much of your time in these areas …
Maintenance

72%
72% of IT budget is spent

Security

85%
85% of security breaches

on generic maintenance
tasks vs innovation

occurred after the CVE was
published

ComputerWorld

DB Maestro

Reliability

91%
91% experience unplanned
data center outages
Healthcare IT News

Do you want to minimize the
amount of time you spend on
problems in these areas?
Maintenance

Security

Reliability

What if you could also achieve these objectives?
Increase agility

Decrease risk

Respond to
changing
demands more
quickly

Eliminate human
error and ensure
a high level of
security
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Increase business
value

Allocate more
time to strategic
tasks

Moving the DBA Role Up the Value Chain
LOW RISK

HIGH
BUSINESS
VALUE

AGILTY
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You need Oracle Autonomous Database

Self-Driving

Self-Securing

Self-Repairing

Automates all database and
infrastructure management,
monitoring, tuning

Protects from both
external attacks and
malicious internal users

Protects from all
downtime including
planned maintenance
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History of Oracle Database Automation
Key automated Database features by release

19c
• Automatic Indexing
• Memory Optimized Access
• Data Guard DML Redirection
• Hybrid Partitioned Table
• AutoUpgrade Utility

• Workload Capture/Replay
• SQL Plan Management
• SQL Tuning
• Segment Space Mgmt • Capture of SQL Monitor
• Query Rewrite
• Data Optimization
• Statistics Gathering
• In-Memory Population
• Memory
•
Storage
Indexes
• Storage Management
• Columnar Flash Cache
Management
• Workload Repository
• Transparent Application Continuity
• Undo Management • Diagnostic Monitor
• Autonomous Health Framework
• Standby
• Diagnostic Framework
Management
• Refresh of Database Cloning

18c

12c

11g

9i

10g

What Autonomous Database means for DBAs
Value Scale

• Tasks Specific to the Business
–
–
–
–

Strategic

Architecture, planning, data modeling
Data security and data lifecycle management
Application-related tuning
End-to-End service level management

• Tactical Operations
– Configuration and tuning of systems, network, storage
– Database provisioning, patching
– Database backups, H/A, disaster recovery
– Database optimization

Tactical
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What Autonomous Database means for DBAs

Removes tactical drudgery, more time for strategic contribution
• Tasks Specific to the Business
–
–
–
–

Value Scale
Strategic

Architecture, planning, data modeling
Data security and data lifecycle management
Application-related tuning
End-to-End service level management

• Tactical Operations
– Configuration and tuning of systems, network, storage
– Database provisioning, patching
– Database backups, H/A, disaster recovery
– Database optimization

Tactical

How will the
Autonomous
Database
change
things?

Autonomous Database | New Workload

Autonomous
Data
Warehouse

Autonomous
Transaction
Processing

Available Since
March 2018

Available Since
August 2018

Autonomous
JSON
Database
Coming Soon

Autonomous Optimizations | Specialized by Workload
Autonomous Data
Warehouse

Autonomous
Transaction
Processing

Autonomous
JSON Database

Optimizes Complex SQL

Optimizes Response
Time

Optimized for JSON
Documents

Columnar Format

Row Format

JSON Format

Creates Data Summaries

Creates Indexes

Indexes Attributes

Plan Stability and Run Away Query Prevention
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Automatic Indexing
•

An expert system that implements
indexes based on what a
performance engineer skilled in
index tuning would do

•

It identifies candidate indexes and
validates them before implementing

•
•

The entire process is full automatic
Transparency is equally important as
sophisticated automation
•
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All tuning activities are auditable via
reporting

What can I do
to
transform my
role?

Evolving the DBA Role
Data
Modeling

Data Security

Application
Tuning

End-to-end
Service Level
Management

Data Modeling

Data Modeling
Understand The Benefits of a Good Architecture

A good data model requires knowledge of the underlying business as
well as relational database principle
•
•
•
•

Requires working closely with business users to learn how data is used
Understanding how the data will be used helps determine best model
No special data-modelling techniques required for Autonomous
Follow best practices for DW / ATP schema design

A sound data model

• Reduces risk of poor query performance
• Improves time to market
• Accommodates future extensions

Data Modeling

What can I do to prepare?

Take advantage of Oracle SQL Developer
Data Modeler
Free diagramming and data modeling tool
•
•
•
•

Logical and relational modeling
Versioning
DDL Generation
Compare and Synch

Reverse Engineer:
Existing Schemas , DDLs (not just Oracle)

Publish diagrams and data dictionaries
HTML, PDF, SVG or database reporting repository

Data Modeling
Not Just Relational Model

•
•
•
•
•

Most popular data format for new web applications is JSON
Storing JSON documents in the database greatly simplifies
application development as the same schema-less data
representation can be use in Application and the Database
Just because the schema is now in a JSON document, doesn’t
mean you shouldn’t have a entity model
Don’t be afraid to bring modeling to the “wild west” of JSON
If you already have JSON take advantage of Oracle JSON Data
Guide
• Discovers the structure of collection of JSON documents

Data Security

Security
In the Cloud, Security is a Shared Responsibility
Security Managed by Oracle

Security Managed by the Customer

• Network security and
monitoring

• Ongoing security assessments

• Strong OS and platform
security

• Sensitive data discovery

• Database patches and upgrades
• Administrative separation of
duties
• Data encryption by default

• Users & Privileges
• Data protection
• Activity auditing

Security

What can I do to prepare?

•

Identify your assets

•

Secure all databases

• Know what data you have and where
• Ensure there are no insecure
settings, default passwords etc.
• Remove unnecessary privileges
• Determine what data should be
masked in dev and test
environments
• Determine what data should be
redacted or dynamically masked in
applications
• Encrypt your data

What sensitive
data do I have?

How much?

Where is it?

Sensitive Data Discovery

What data
should be
masked?

What data
should be
redacted?
Data Protection

Who has
access?

Introducing Data Safe
Unified database security control-center

xx
Assess Discover Mask

Users

Audit

…..

(Future)

Databases in Oracle Cloud

On-premises databases

Risk dashboard: data, users, configuration
Mask data; monitor user activity
Click-and-secure: easy to use
Saves time and mitigates security risks
Defense-in-depth for all customers

Design principles
Tightly integrated features and reporting
Multitenant service but security data is
isolated
Consumable REST APIs
Extensible to new security features

Sensitive Data Discovery

125+ Pre-defined Sensitive Types

Identification

Biographic

IT

Financial

Healthcare

Employment

Academic

SSN
Name
Email
Phone
Passport
DL
Tax ID
…

Age
Gender
Race
Citizenship
Address
Family Data
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
…

IP Address
User ID
Password
Hostname
GPS location
…

Credit Card
CC Security PIN
Bank Name
Bank Account
IBAN
Swift Code
…

Provider
Insurance
Height
Blood Type
Disability
Pregnancy
Test Results
ICD Code
…

Employee ID
Job Title
Department
Hire Date
Salary
Stock
…

College Name
Grade
Student ID
Financial Aid
Admission Date
Graduation Date
Attendance
…
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End-to-End Service
Level Management

End-to-End Service Level Management
Learn to manage cloud services
•

You can manage cloud services via cloud service console (webbased UI)
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End-to-End Service Level Management
APIs available for all ADB Operations

•
•

Can also manage cloud
services via cloud API’s
Cloud API’s provide full
control over cloud
services
•

•

Every command available
in service console (UI) is
also available via API’s

Available interfaces:
•
•
•

REST API
CLI
SDK’s for Java, Python, etc
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End-to-End Service Level Management
Application Continuity

Autonomous Database will patch databases in a rolling fashion
Applications continue to operate without errors and within the specified
response time objectives while this patching occurs
Steps to prepare for Application Continuity:
1. Use Services for location transparency
2. Configure TNS connection string to enable transparent retries and loadbalancing
3. Make sure your application is Fast Application Notification aware
If you use Oracle client driver – you already have this
If you use a 3rd party driver – follow the instructions in our white paper

4. Enable application continuity if you are currently on Oracle Database 12c or
higher

New White Paper

Continuous Availability Application Checklist for Continuous
Service for MAA Solutions

oracle.com/technetwork/database/options/clustering/applicationcont
inuity/adb-continuousavailability-5169724.pdf

Application Tuning

Application Tuning
Same Rules Apply

• Take the time to understand the business process and what’s important
– No point improving a SQL statement if no one cares that it takes an hour

• Connection management is just as important in the cloud
– Having thousands of connects logging on and off the database every second won’t scale

• Hard parsing thousands of statements a second won’t scale
• Get familiar with new functionality in the latest versions of the database
that will improve end-user experiences
–
–
–
–

Real-Time Materialized Views
JSON support
Approximate Analytic Queries
REST APIs

Where should
I start?

New Project or Applications
• Simplicity and faster time-to-market for
NEW applications
– All new applications should go on Autonomous
Database

• Autonomous Database
App Dev

– Eliminates dependence and delays on others
for servers, storage, and databases
– Eliminates database tuning, auto adapts to
changing workload
– Provides advanced SQL and PL/SQL capabilities
to accelerate developer productivity
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Customers Looking to Apply Machine Learning
• Customers who want to gain better
insights into their business
– Customers looking to gain better insights into
their business via Machine Learning

• Autonomous Database

Machine Learning

– Provides integrated Machine Learning
enabling real-time predictive capabilities
– ML models can be built on ADW where there
is a large historical data set
– ML models can then be used to make realtime predictions on active data in ATP
3

What about
existing apps?

Migration to Autonomous Database
•

A logical migration for Autonomous must be performed because:
•
•
•
•

•

Database must be PDB, upgraded to at least 18c, and encrypted
Any changes to Oracle shipped stored procedures or views must be found and
reverted
All uses of CDB admin privileges must be removed
All legacy features that are not supported must be removed (e.g. legacy LOBs)

Migration uses Data Pump to move database data into new
Autonomous DB
•

GoldenGate replication can be used to keep database online during process
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Autonomous Database Schema Advisor
•

ADW Schema Advisor is a light-weight PL/SQL Package
•
•

•

Generates a report highlighting the Schema objects that:
•
•
•

•

Simple to Install and execute
Installs in the Database (11.2+) to be analyzed
Can be migrated
Cannot be migrated
Will migrate with changes

Available for download
•

MOS Doc 2462677.1

DWCS Lockdown Rules,
Datatype Restrictions

Schema

ADW Schema
Advisor
Database Feature
Restrictions

Report

4

The Future of
the DBA
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Summary: Autonomous Database and the DBA
•
•

Goal for DBA’s: Develop stronger relationships with business teams
and focus on delivering solutions
Autonomous Database does the mundane maintenance task
•

•

provisioning, securing, patching, tuning etc.

But there are still major technical responsibilities required for
Autonomous Database
•
•
•
•
•

Database Schema Management
Data Security Policies
Cloud Services Management
Data Loading and Integration
Application Tuning
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Thank You

Dominic Giles
Jenny Tsai-Smith

Session Survey

Help us make the content
even better. Please complete
the session survey in the
Mobile App.
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